N K 
In this case the submodule K is called closure of N [3] . Notice that every strongly large submodule of a module always essential, this implies that every closed submodule is SL-closed submodule. In this paper, we define and study the classes of modules with the SL-closed intersection property. This work consists of two sections. In section 2, we give several characterizations of modules having the SLCIP. We prove that, a module M has the SLCIP if and only if every (2-generator) submodules of M has the SLCIP. In section 3, we establish the basic properties of these modules. We prove that for any R-monomorphism
, then M has the SLCIP if and only if the image of M has the SLCIP. A submodule N of an R-module M is called SL-closed if, N has no proper strongly large extensions in M [2] . We give some properties of strongly large and SL-closed submodules of an R-module M that will be used in our work. Lemma 1.1. [2] . Let M be an R-module with a submodule N. Then the following statements are equivalent : 
II. Preliminaries

Modules with the SL-closed Intersection Property
Lemma 1.5. [2] . (i) Every faithful prime R-module satisfies the condition (*).
(ii) Every free module over an integral domain satisfies the condition (*). (iii) Every ring with no nonzero divisors of zero satisfies the condition (*). Lemma 1.6. [2] . Let M be an R-module with the condition (*). Then N is an essential submodule of M if and only if N is strongly large in M. 
III. Characterizations of modules with the SLCIP.
In this section, we investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions under which a module has the SLCIP. 
is strongly large in ' T H  which is SL-closed in M and since M is a SL-UC module,
…(2). By (1) and (2) 
and hence M has the SLCIP. □ 
Proof. Suppose that
Proof. Let N be strongly large in M and since H is strongly large in H, also L is strongly large in L implies H N  and L N  are strongly large of L H , respectively. By theorem 2.6, the result is obtained. 
Modules with the SL-closed Intersection Property
applying theorem 2.6, the result is obtained. □ Theorem 2.18. The following statements are equivalent for an R-module M.
(i) M has the SLCIP;
(ii) for all
(iii) the intersection of any collection of SL-closed submodules of M is SL-closed.
Proof. 
respectively. Since N has the SLCIP, then by
L K  and hence by theorem 2.6,we get the result.
□
IV.
Some Properties of modules with the SLCIP.
In this section, we discuss the concept of modules with the SLCIP and give some properties of such type of these modules.
We start by the following lemma. Now, we give certain condition under which a direct sum of modules with, SLCIP has the SLCIP. we need some lemma's. 
Proof. Suppose that
N H is strongly large in N B of N M .For any N B N b   ) ( B b  , R s  such that 0 ) (   s N b ,then N bs  , so 0  bs . So there exists R r  such that N H r N b   ) (Lemma 3.6. Let 2 1 M M M   be an R-module such that R M ann M ann R R   2 1 .If i N is strongly large in i i M L  ) 2 , 1 (  i ,then 2 1 M N  is strongly large in 2 1 M L  and 2 1 N M  is strongly large in 2 1 L M  . Proof. To prove 2 1 M N  is strongly large in 2 1 M L  .Let 2 1 2 1 ) , ( M L m l   and R s  such that ) 0 , 0 ( ) , ( 2 1  s m l) , ( ) , ( M N r m r l r m l    and  rs m l ) , ( 2 1 ) 0 , 0 ( ) , ( 2 1  rs m rs l .If 0 2  s m .Since R M ann M ann R R   2 1 , 1   b a for some 1 M ann a R  , 2 M ann b R  .We get b m a m m . . 1 . 2 2 2   ,then a m m . 2 2  ,thus    ) , 0 ( ) , ( ) , ( 2 2 1 2 1 m a m a l a m l 2 1 M N  .Also, ) 0 , 0 ( ) , 0 ( ) , ( ) , (N M M N    is strongly large in ) ( ) ( 2 1 2 1 L M M L    ,so 2 1 N N  is strongly large in 2 1 2 1 M M L L    ,but 2 1 N N  is a SL-closed submodule of 2 1 M M  ,so 2 1 2 1 L L N N    .Thus 1 1 L N  and 2 2 L N  . □ Lemma 3.8. Let  M be an R-modules,    .If  A is a SL-closed submodule of  M then   A    is a SL- closed submodule of   M    . Proof. Suppose that   A    is strongly large in   M X     .For any    ,     M A A     ) (  is strongly large in   M M X   .But  A is a SL-closed submodule of  M ,so   M X A   for all    . The i th component i x of x is in i i A M X     ,hence   A x     ,that is   A X     , soi I i M A A     , ) ( i I i M B B     . Put i i M A A   , i i M B B   , I i  ., M m M m   .It is clear that ) (M End R   . Notice that    Ker Ker Ker   ,to show this: let  Ker b a   then     ) ( ) ( ) ( b a b a    0 ,so 0 ) (  aZ Z Z Z     defined by ) , ( ) , (   m n m n  , for all Z m n  , .K f K f ) ( 2 1 K K f  is SL-closed in f Im ; that is 2 1 L L  SL-closed
